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ABSTRACT

This exploratory study extends the work done by B. Plake and
others (2000) and R. Guille and others (2001) by investigating whether a
negligible occasion facet would still be found when ratings for licensure and
certification examinations were completed in isolation. A set of items was
sent to a standard-setting committee to be reviewed at home, completely
independently of all other members of the committee. Seven to nine raters
reviewed each item. The examination was a medical certification examination
administered once a year. Approximately half the 200 items had Angoff ratings
already assigned from use on a previous examination, so only half of the
items needed Angoff values assigned to them. For the study, a set of items
needing Angoff ratings was sent to committee members at home, along with a
set of 13 anchor items that had previously been rated. For the at-home
ratings, the mean and standard deviation for the items were compared with the
values obtained at the most recent standard-setting meeting. Results provide
consistent evidence of a slight item-occasion interaction that appears to be
the result of the increased variability in the ratings during the at-home
session as compared to the normal session. Findings do provide preliminary
support for the idea that Angoff ratings obtained at home may not be
significantly different from ratings provided during traditional standard
setting meetings. (Contains 1 table and 14 references.) (SLD)
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Introduction
All examinations used for licensure or certification must set a passing score, above which a candidate is
deemed suitably qualified for the license or certificate. However, by their nature, standards are
somewhat arbitrary, resulting in a dichotomous classification of examinees even though the underlying
variable is really continuous (Glass, 1978; Kane, 1994; Popham, 1978). Despite the arbitrary nature of
standards, evidence can still be collected to support the use of a passing score on an exam (Norcini &
Shea, 1997).

The 1999 Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing state that the "rationale and procedures
used for establishing cut scores should be clearly documented" (pg. 59). Other efforts have outlined
evidence needed to support the use of a passing score with an examination (Cizek, 1996; Norcini & Shea,
1997). One important feature continuously mentioned is that the rating of judges should be consistent
with the difficulty of the test items (Reid, 1991). In addition, the judges' ratings should show stability
over time (Norcini & Shea, 1992; Plake, Melican, and Mills, 1991).
Clauser, Clyman, and Swanson (1999) used generalizability theory to investigate the reliability of scores
assigned to a performance assessment and looked for an "occasion facet" in the ratings. Evidence of this
facet would indicate that each occasion of ratings being gathered had a unique component that influenced
the judgments of the experts. While they did not find a consistent facet, they did recommend that
researchers ensure that an occasion facet did not exist in their ratings.
Plake, Impara, and Irwin (2000), using standard setting ratings obtained from Angoff standard setting
meetings, looked at the occasion effect for 24 items over 2 years. They found very consistent ratings
across the years; the average difference in mean ratings was less than .01. As part of their discussion,
Plake et al suggested that future research should focus on the generalizability of their results.
Guille, Wiley and Norcini (2001) reviewed a series of examinations to ascertain the consistency of
standard setting ratings. Guille et al used generalizability theory to investigate if an occasion facet
similar to the one reviewed by Clauser et al could be found when looking at standard setting ratings.
They found that the difficulty of the items was the most prominent factor and explained the greatest
amount of variance in the standard setting ratings. They found little evidence of an occasion facet.
This exploratory study extends the work done by Plake et al (2000) and Guille et al (2001) by
investigating if a negligible occasion facet would still be found when ratings where completed in
isolation. A set of items was sent to a standard setting committee to be reviewed at home, completely
independent of all other members of the committee.

Methods
The exam chosen for this study is a medical certification exam administered once a year. The paper and
pencil examination consists of 200 multiple-choice items designed to evaluate the capacity of candidates
to synthesize information, make medical judgments and to recall factual knowledge.
The exam has a passing score determined by a group of medical experts through the use of a modified
Angoff procedure. Before each annual standard setting meeting, the 200 items to appear on the
upcoming examination are selected. Of the 200 items, approximately 100 will have Angoff ratings
already assigned from use on a previous exam. Because of this "Angoff item bank," normally only onehalf of the items need Angoff values assigned to them.
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At each Angoff session, all 200 items for an upcoming examination are reviewed. Items that have an
Angoff rating are reviewed to ensure that the assigned value is still valid. The committee reviews all
items without values and each member assigns a value to these. Before committee members determine
an Angoff value, they are provided the item difficulty, item discrimination, and item difficulty for the top
and bottom third of candidates. In addition to reviewing all items without a value, a subset of items that
had Angoff values from previous years are rated again. The items in the subset are textually unchanged
between years. These "anchor" items are evaluated in order to provide data on occasion and rater effects.
Raters were committee members who had worked on the design and development of the examinations.
All committee members had previously been certified in their respective specialties and were recognized
as experts. Committee members serve five-year terms and rotate on and off the committee, two each
year. During each meeting, seven to nine committee members reviewed each item.
For this study, a set of items needing Angoff values was sent to committee members at home. All
committee members completing the "at-home" Angoff ratings had participated in at least one full Angoff
Standard setting and all had participated in the most recent Angoff meeting. Committee members were
sent instructions reminding them how to assign their Angoff rating. The instructions discussed how to
define the borderline group of candidates as well as how the ratings would be used to arrive at a passing
score. In addition to the text of the items, committee members were provided the same statistical
information that is provided during a regular meeting. For this rating, committee members were required
to assign Angoff values for each of the items without consulting other members of the committee.
Members completed the exercise and mailed the Angoff values back to staff, who compiled and
aggregated the Angoff values across all committee members.
In addition to sending a set of items that had no Angoff values, a set of 13 "anchor" items was also sent
to provide information regarding occasion and rater effects. All anchor items had been rated in the most
recent meeting, 6 months prior to the time the "at-home" Angoff rating was completed. The 13 anchor
items came from all content areas within the examination and, on average, were somewhat easier than the
overall exams. In 1999, the average difficulty for the 13 items was 0.77 in comparison to a difficulty of
0.69 for the entire examination. In 2000, the average difficulty for the 13 items was 0.75 in comparison
to a difficulty level of 0.67 for the exam.
Once the data had been compiled, means and standard deviations for the ratings were calculated. For the
"at-home" ratings, the mean and standard deviation for the items were compared with the values obtained
at the most recent standard setting meeting. Also, a generalizability analysis was completed using the
GENOVA program (Crick & Brennan, 1983) for a random Item x Occasion x Rater design.

Results
The mean "at-home" Angoff values obtained for the 13 anchor items can be seen in Table 1. The mean
Angoff values from the previous standard setting meeting are also included. In addition, the differences
in mean ratings across the two occasions are provided. For all but three of the 13 items, the difference
between the two mean ratings was less than 10 points. Across all 13 items, the average difference
between the two sets of ratings was 1.20 points. The average absolute value of the difference between
the two means is slightly larger (6.88).
The standard deviations obtained for the anchor items, across all raters, for both sets of meetings, are also
specified in Table 1. For all but 1 item, the standard deviation for the "at-home" ratings is larger than the
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standard deviation for the ratings from the recent Angoff meeting. The mean difference in standard
deviation across the two meetings was -4.20.

The results of the generalizability analysis can be seen in Table 2. While the item facet accounted for a
significant amount of the variance, the occasion and rater facets did not account for any of the variance
observed. The item-occasion interaction also accounted for a significant amount of variance.

Discussion
This study was designed to evaluate the consistency of Angoff ratings obtained outside of the typical
Angoff standard setting meeting. Committee members with experience with the Angoff standard setting
evaluated a set of test items for a medical certification examination at home and provided ratings
independent of all other committee members. If items obtained from this "at-home" standard setting
were consistent with ratings obtained during a normal standard setting meeting, an attractive alternative
to the normal standard setting meeting may be viable.
Reviewing the means and standard deviation of the Angoff values obtained, there did not appear to be
drastic difference in the mean ratings. The mean difference for the items between the two sets of ratings
was only 1.20; with an absolute value difference of 6.88. Given that the vast majority of raters used
ratings divisible by 5, a change in rating of 5 points, is not that great. The "at-home" ratings did appear
to create more variance among the raters. The average standard deviation for the "at-home" Angoffs was
7.80 as compared to an average of 3.60 obtained during a regular standard setting meeting.
In the generalizability analysis, the authors were most interested in determining if an occasion facet
would be present. If this facet were present, it would indicate that something unique occurred at either
the "at-home" Angoff sessions or the regular Angoff standard setting meeting. Reviewing the results, no
evidence was found for a consistent occasion effect.

There does appear to be consistent evidence of a slight Item x Occasion interaction. This interaction
appears to be the result of the increased variability in the ratings during the at-home session as compared
to the normal session. This is not an unexpected finding. During a normal session, the presence of other
committee members may create a pressure to conform to other committee member's ratings. When the
ratings are completed at home, this pressure does not exist. However, the exact interpretation of this
interaction is difficult to ascertain. In addition to differences in the method of standard setting, a
significant period of time elapsed between the collection of the two sets of ratings. Because of this, any
interpretation of the "occasion" facet, is confounded with a time factor. A further study eliminating or
reducing the time period between the collection of ratings could begin to address this issue.
This paper presents findings that provide preliminary support for the idea that Angoff ratings obtained at
home may not be significantly different than ratings provided during the traditional standard setting
meeting. However, a number of limitations of this study need to be considered before drawing any
conclusions. The first and most obvious example is the small number of items reviewed. In addition,
this study was completed using only one medical subspecialty examination, how well results from such
an examination can generalize to others is still unknown. Finally, this study used a set of raters who were
involved in the test development process and who were experienced in the Angoff standard setting
process. How well this research could generalize to raters not involved with the test development
process or not as experienced remains to be seen. Given the limitations mentioned, and the increased
variability seen with these items, it is advisable that further research be completed before making any
decision on the feasibility of this new standard setting procedure.
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58.13
61.25
76.88
69.38
64.66
70.63
56.25
63.46

6.25
13.13
1.20

3.75
16.25
7.50
0.63
5.63
5.00
5.00
11.25
5.00
5.00
6.25
13.13
6.88

Absolute value
(Difference)
5.00

2.31
3.72
1.77
3.60

Normal
session
4.43
4.17
3.20
5.82
3.20
2.59
4.58
3.78
2.59
4.58

Exam
Test A
2

13

8

Occasion Raters

Items

8.02
7.44
6.51
2.67
8.84
8.84
6.41
8.21
5.18
7.80

I*R
0.00

I*0
21.72

-6.25
-4.26
-4.09
-4.49
-3.41
-4.20

1.11

-4.81
-4.85
-1.93

3.18

0*R

6.25
4.26
4.09
4.49
3.41
4.38

1.93
1.11

4.81
4.85

Standard Deviation values
At-home
Difference Absolute value
session
(difference)
4.33
8.76
-4.33
10.84
-6.66
6.66
9.80
-6.59
6.59
-4.09
4.09
9.91

Sources of Variance
Item (I)
Occasion(0) Rater (R)
63.07
0.00
0.00

Table 2: Estimates for Variance Components from Item x Occasion x Rater Design
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Normal
session
53.75
74.38
60.63
78.75
60.63
58.13
66.88
75.00
46.88

Mean Values
At-home
Difference
session
48.75
5.00
70.63
3.75
44.38
16.25
71.25
7.50
60.00
0.63
63.75
-5.63
71.88
-5.00
80.00
-5.00
58.13
-11.25
63.13
-5.00
66.25
-5.00

44.76
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I*0*R

Table 1: Mean and Standard deviation for 13 anchor items from the normal standard setting meeting and the "at-home" standard setting.
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